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[57] ABSTRACT

A two-way communication system for communication
between a system network and a mobile unit. The system
network includes a plurality of base transmitters and base
receivers included in the network. The base transmitters are
divided into zonal assignments and broadcast in simulcast
using multi-canier modulation techniques. The system net—
work controls the base transmitters to broadcast in simulcast

during both systemwide and zonal time intervals. The sys—
tem network dynamically alters zone boundaries to maxi—

mize information throughput. The preferred mobile unit
includes a noise detector circuit to prevent unwanted trans-
missions. The system network further provides an adaptive
registration feature for mobile units which controls the
registration operations by the mobile units to maximize
information throughput.

12 Claims, 30 Drawing Sheets
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Transmitting the system information 704
signal to the plurality of transmitters
  

time period

Transmitting by the first and second
sets of transmitters a first block of

information in simulcast during the first
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Transmitting by the first set of
transmitters a second block of
information during the second
time period

 
 

 
 

Transmitting by the second set of
transmitters a third block of

information during the second
time period
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